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AAMP of AMERICA
AAMP of America began in 1987 with a passion for providing drivers with a top-quality sound experience. 
Now, as a global manufacturer and supplier of a broad range of mobile device products, AAMP leads the 
way with ground-breaking safety and convenience solutions. Thanks to industry expertise and technological 
innovation, drivers can make the most of their personal device technology while improving safety in their vehicles.

AAMP’s patented technology is supported by a team of knowledgable and dedicated representatives eager 
to walk you through the installation and troubleshooting process. 

Pacific Accessories Corporation
Since 1976, back when the 8-track player was the mp3 player of the day and radio replacement required tons 
of cutting and splicing, PAC has been manufacturing high quality mobile electronics interfaces that satisfy 
the needs of even the most demanding installer. Now, PAC is the industry leader when it comes to OEM 
integration solutions, offering patented solutions and cutting-edge technologies for everything from steering 
wheel controls and navigation system “unlock” interfaces, to radio replacement, portable device integration, 
add-an-amp interfaces, Bluetooth integration, security system interfacing and much more. With a clear goal 
of providing dealers with the OEM solutions and know-how necessary to satisfy the needs of today’s and 
tomorrow’s consumer in a dramatically changing industry PAC is committed to remaining the leader. 

Intraphex
Navigation and rear-camera integration solutions
Since its inception, lntraphex has been an industry leader in OEM replacement rearview mirror systems, 
navigation systems and rear-camera integration solutions. Intraphex was established by two separate groups 
of individuals; one with knowledge and experience in the 12 volt industry and the other in product development 
and manufacturing. With a combined industry knowledge and experience of over 60 years,  Intraphex is all 
about bringing quality product to marketing that are not only cutting edge consumer driven products, but are 
also streamlined for installation and appearance. All Intraphex products offer a 3 year warranty and customer 
satisfaction. Intraphex – Where integration and flexibility come together.

iSimple
Simple solutions for mobile device connectivity
When the challenge is device connectivity, iSimple is the solution. Their broad offering of products includes 
both behind the dash and plug-and-play. Products needing professional installation are quick and easy to 
install, saving both time and effort. Wireless solutions include Bluetooth connectivity for smartphones and 
other devices, while integrated solutions, such as the CarConnet, provide a from-the-factory experience by 
leveraging the technology of the factory radio with current mobile operating systems (such as Android and 
Apple OS). Other iSimple product solutions include FM modulators (that block incoming signals) for mp3 
players and smartphones, docking and charging station, headphones, battery chargers and more. Simplify 
connection with iSimple Solutions.
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Safety &  
Convenience



AAMP of America meets this challenge with the 
solutions that drivers are looking for. Our products 
seamlessly integrate into the most popular vehicles 
on the road with or without replacing the factory 
sound systems. From hands-free and voice-activation 
functionality to blind-spot elimination and navigation 
system improvements, we are helping drivers enjoy 
their technology while staying focused on what’s 
really important: driving.

This year at the 2015 Consumer Electronics Show, we 
unveiled our new Safety & Convenience multimedia 
campaign; including new products and one of our 
best displays ever.  

This display clearly communicates the needs and 
solutions for today’s driver and is a great way to help 
you increase sales.

Call your sales representative today for more details 
or contact AAMP at 1-800-477-2267.

Driver safety has never been more important. Consumers continue to demand technology 
that is easy to use and connects them with an ever increasing amount of information - no 
matter where they are. 

The challenge?  - Making this technology safe to use while driving.  

2015 Safety Campaign
Marketing Material and Displays Now Available



Car Connectivity & 
Radio Replacement
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CarConnect is a OEM integrated Bluetooth hands-free calling 
kit with audio streaming for smartphones 

ISGM751
GM Vehicles

ISTY751
Toyota, Scion & Lexus Vehicles

ISHD751
Honda & Acura Vehicles

 MSRP$174.95
-  Phone call audio and music routed through the OEM sound system
-  Wireless audio streaming
-  Wireless control of music playback from steering wheel controls or OEM radio
-  Song title info is displayed on the OEM radio display
-  Auto-source-switching on incoming phone call
-  Adjustable audio levels for microphone and streaming audio
-  Compatible with Apple devices and Android devices

Perfect for ANDROID

CAR CONNECTIVITY & RADIO REPLACEMENT



ISFM23
Bluetooth Enabled FM Transmitter for Android & Apple Devices 
(A2DP Audio)

CAR CONNECTIVITY & RADIO REPLACEMENT
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Perfect for ANDROID

ISBT32
BluJax connects to the auxiliary audio input of the 
vehicle or home stereo and provides a Bluetooth 
connection for streaming your music wirelessly

 MSRP$19.95

-  Dash-mountable USB power outlet with inline fuse holder
-  Dash mounting bracket included
-  Compatiable with any device that charges using a USB connection
-  1 Amp 5 Volt USB output

2.4A Coming soon 

IS43
HubVolt DM™ 5 Volt USB power outlet designed 
to be added to any vehicle

 MSRP$139.95

-  RCA audio output for radios equipped with auxiliary audio input
-  Standard antenna connectors for connection to any radio
-  Provides an audio connection solution with factory-like appearance
-  Auto-reconnect when entering vehicle
-  Three selectable FM broadcast frequencies without application
-  Full band FM broadcast selection via iOS application
-  Compatible with standard and amplified antenna systems

 MSRP$39.95
-  Stream music wirelessly
-  Control your music playback wirelessly
-  Auto-Mode for extended battery life
-  Works for up to 8 hours between charges
-  Compatible with iPod, iPhone, iPad, Android, or Windows  
    phones and tablets 
-  Compatible with standard 3.5mm aux audio inputs found on  
    many audio systems 
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 MSRP$179.95
-  Phone calls are routed through existing stereo in the vehicle
-  Hands-free calling
-  Wireless audio streaming
-  Wireless control of music playback using vehicle’s steering wheel controls
-  3.5mm output for vehicles with aux input
-  Antenna input and output for universal radio compatibility
-  Interfaces with vehicle’s steering wheel control buttons
-  Engineered to connect to a variety of select CAN-Bus vehicles
-  App assisted installations
-  Launch your phone’s V.R.

ISFM2202
InSeam PRO Bluetooth hands-free calling kit with audio streaming and steering wheel 
control integration for smartphones

CAR CONNECTIVITY & RADIO REPLACEMENT

Perfect for ANDROID



CAR CONNECTIVITY & RADIO REPLACEMENT
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 MSRP$299.99
-  Full iPhone or iPod access
-  iO Zoom advanced music search function for iPod & iPhone
-  Advanced handsfree functionality
-  Multipoint ProTM – connect 2 devices at any one time with FULL functionality
-  Fully compatible with iPods & iPhones
-  Customisable EQ presets
-  Text to speech, phonebook, menu, text messages and iPod album/track
-  SMS text message compatible (handset dependant)
-  Automatic phonebook synchronization up to 9000 contacts
-  Removable high contrast OLED screen
-  Steering wheel control inputs (optional accessory)
-  Parking aid compatible

IO-PLAY2
Premium Advanced Bluetooth Hands-Free Car Kit

 MSRP$229.99
-  Advanced handsfree functionality
-  Two devices simultanously connected and fully functional
-  CVC echo cancellation technology for superb call quality
-  Text to speech for easy access to phonebook, menu and text messages
-  Multipoint ProTM – connect up to 2 devices with FULL functionality
-  Text to speech – phonebook, menu and text messages
-  Multiple vehicle body type presets tailored for the best quality call quality
-  SMS text messages compatible (handset dependant)
-  Automatic phonebook synchronization
-  Removable high contrast OLED screen

IO-TALK2
Advanced Bluetooth Hands-Free Car Kit
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Radio Replacement Interface with Built-in Steering Wheel Control

For years, PAC has led the way in radio replacement interfaces and steering wheel control (SWC) interfaces. The RadioPRO4 offers the best of 
both worlds in one convenient module. An all-in-one radio replacement and SWC interface, the innovative new RadioPRO4 comes pre-loaded 
with amplifier retention and SWC software, navigation-based output signals, and other features that save time and money during installation. 
And, because the RadioPRO4 communicates directly with the vehicle’s databus, it retains all important OEM safety and convenience features. 

RP4.2-BM21
RadioPRO interface for select BMW vehicles 
-  Retains steering wheel controls 
-  Retains RAP accessory function
-  Provides Navigation output wires 
-  USB Updateable

MSRP$199.95

RP4.2-HY11 / RP4.2-HY12
RadioPRO Interface for select Hyundai Vehicles (RP4.2-HY11) 
RadioPRO Interface for Hyundai Veloster (RP4.2-HY12)
-  Retains steering wheel controls 
-  Retains Back up camera (if equipped) and  
   connects to aftermarket radio
-  Retains use of USB port and Aux Input
-  Provides Navigation output wires 
-  USB Updateable 

MSRP$199.95

OS-2X
Radio replacement interface with OnStar retention for select
General Motors vehicles
-  Internet updateable 
-  Retains OnStar 
-  Retains BOSE (if equipped) 
-  Retains all safety and warning chimes
-  Provides 10 Amp accessory output
-  Retains rear seat audio controls
-  Rear seat entertainment activation 
-  Rear seat entertainment A/V ready
-  SWI ready - plug in connector for SWI module

MSRP$169.95

CAR CONNECTIVITY & RADIO REPLACEMENT



Safety & Video
Interfacing
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SAFETY & VIDEO INTERFACING

 MSRP$299.99
-  Adds back-up camera input                                                                                                                                           
-  Enables all functionality of the navigation system for safe passenger access at any time
-  Enables back-up camera viewing at any time
-  Enables VES Emulation mode for auxiliary audio/video input
-  Enables a full-time video input for a front or rear camera
-  Enables a video output to display built-in DVD image on aftermarket monitor(s)

BCI-CH21
Back-up camera and navigation unlock  
interface for select Chrysler/Dodge/Jeep
with MYGIG radios

 MSRP$299.99
-  Adds back-up camera input
-  Enables all functionality of the navigation system for safe passenger access at any time
-  Enables back-up camera viewing at any time
-  ECO-Mode memory
-  Allows custom configuration of factory SWC
-  Programmable 12v output to power a reverse camera, A/V switcher or a generic accessory output

BCI-CH41
Back-up camera and navigation unlock interface for 
late model Chrysler/Dodge/Jeep/RAM vehicles
2015 Chrysler 200* 
2015 Dodge Challenger, Charger 
2014 Dodge Durango
2014 Jeep Grand Cherokee, Cherokee*
2013-2014 RAM: 1500, 2500, 3500

*Note: This product currently only offers navigation 
unlock function on this vehicle

2011-2014 Chrysler 200 
2008-2010 Chrysler 300, Sebring
2008-2014 Chrysler Town & Country
2008-2013 Dodge Avenger
2010-2012 Dodge Caliber
2008-2014 Dodge Challenger
2008-2010 Dodge Charger, Dakota
2008-2013 Dodge Durango
2010-2013 Dodge Grand Caravan
2009-2010 Dodge Journey

2008 Dodge Magnum
2007-2010 Dodge Nitro
2009-2011 Dodge Ram
2008-2010 Jeep Commander
2009-2013 Jeep Compass
2008-2013 Jeep Grand Cherokee
2008-2010 Jeep Liberty
2008-2013 Jeep Patriot
2007-2013 Jeep Wrangler
2009-2013 VW Routan
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SAFETY & VIDEO INTERFACING

 MSRP$49.99
-  Adds back-up camera input
-  Plug and play installation  
-  Provides camera activation wire (eliminates the need to connect to the reverse lamps)

CAM-TY11
Back-up camera T-harness for select Toyota, Scion, and Subaru  
6.1-inch touchscreen radios

BCI-GM31
Back-up camera interface for select General Motors vehicles

 MSRP$299.99
-  Adds back-up camera input *   
-  Enables all functionality of the Navigation system
-  Enables back-up camera viewing at any time  
-  Selectable 12V trigger for back-up camera or A/V switcher

* Dealer Activation Required
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SAFETY & VIDEO INTERFACING

4 Optional
Camera Views

P1C-GM12
Back-up camera interface with blind spot elimination for select GM vehicles

 MSRP$699.99

-  Utilizes factory 4.2-inch or 8-inch display
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines
-  Plus 3 additional video inputs
-  Includes blind spot elimination technology for adding side view cameras

*  Cameras Sold Separately
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SAFETY & VIDEO INTERFACING

TMC-CH11
for select Chrysler/Dodge/Fiat vehicles
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines
-  2 additional video inputs

MSRP$599.99

Back-up camera interface

Included Features:
-  Utilizes factory display
-  Back-up camera input 
-  Plus 3 additional video inputs

PMC-AD12
for select Audi 3G external MMI vehicles
-  Back-up camera input
-  3 additional video inputs 

MSRP$999.99

PMC-AD11
for select Audi 2G MMI vehicles
-  Back-up camera input 
-  3 additional video inputs

MSRP$649.99

TMC-BM11
for select BMW vehicles 2009+ (4-PIN)
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines
-  2 additional video inputs 

MSRP$999.99

PMC-AD13
for select Audi 3G internal MMI vehicles
-  Back-up camera input
-  3 additional video inputs

MSRP$999.99

TMC-BM12
for select BMW vehicles 2013+ (6-PIN)
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines
-  2 additional video inputs

MSRP$999.99

Vehicle Specific Applications:
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SAFETY & VIDEO INTERFACING

P1C-GM11
for select General Motors vehicles, Utilizes factory  
7-inch display
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines 

MSRP$599.99

PMC-NI11
for select Nissan and Infiniti vehicles
-  Back-up camera input 
-  3 additional video inputs 

MSRP$999.99

P1C-GM12
for select General Motors vehicles, Utilizes factory  
4.2-inch 8-inch display
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines
-  3 additional video inputs
-  Blindspot elimination feature 

MSRP$599.99

P1C-VW21
for select Volkeswagon vehicles with RCD510  
premium 8 radio
-  Back-up camera input
-  3 additional video inputs

MSRP$649.99

P1C -VW11
for select Volkeswagon vehicles with MIB radios
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines
-  3 additional video inputs

MSRP$599.99

TMC-FD21
for select Ford vehicles with 8-inch MyFord Touch
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines
-  2 additional video inputs

MSRP$719.99



SAFETY & VIDEO INTERFACING
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 MSRP$399.99
-  1/4-inch CCD Sony image sensor with reverse image
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  380 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Auto white balance
-  Low LUX performance (0.01 Lux)
-  160 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68)

BC-UN04
Universal style lip mounted CCD back-up camera

 MSRP$529.99
-  1/3-inch CCD image sensor
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  380 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Low LUX performance (0.01 Lux)
-  160 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-AD01
CCD trunk handle back-up camera for  
select Audi vehicles

 MSRP$149.99
-  Universal butterfly bracket mount
-  1/4-inch CMOS image sensor with reverse image
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  480 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Auto white balance
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68)

BC-UN02
Universal style lip mounted CMOS  
back-up camera

 MSRP$149.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS image sensor with reverse image
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  480 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Auto white balance
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-UN03
Universal style license plate mounted  
CMOS back-up camera

 MSRP$149.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS image sensor with reverse image
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  480 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Auto white balance
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-LP01
Universal style license plate mounted or 
lip mounted CMOS back-up camera

 MSRP$129.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS image sensor with reverse image
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  480 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Auto white balance
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-UN01
Universal style lip-mounted CMOS  
back-up camera



SAFETY & VIDEO INTERFACING
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 MSRP$449.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS-CMD III image sensor
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  420 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-GM01
CMOS-CMD tailgate-handle back-up camera for  
General Motors pickup trucks 2014+ (2015+ HD)

 MSRP$299.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS-CMD III image sensor
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  420 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-RM01
CMOS-CMD tailgate-handle back-up camera for 
RAM pickup trucks 2008-2015

 MSRP$449.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS-CMD III image sensor
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  420 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-FD01
Ford oval CMOS-CMD back-up camera for  
select F-series pickup trucks

 MSRP$419.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS-CMD III image sensor
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  420 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-FD02
CMOS-CMD tailgate-handle back-up camera for 
F-series Ford pickup trucks 2008-2015

 MSRP$449.99
-  1/4-inch CMOS-CMD III image sensor
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  420 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Low LUX performance (0.5 Lux)
-  170 degree wide angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-GM02
CMOS-CMD tailgate-handle back-up camera for 
General Motors pickup trucks 2007-2013 (2014 HD)

 MSRP$529.99
-  1/3-inch CCD image sensor
-  Tri-colored parking lines
-  380 TVL horizontal resolution
-  Low LUX performance (0.01 Lux)
-  160 degree wide-angle lens
-  Waterproof (IP68) 

BC-BM01 / BC-BM02
CCD trunk handle back-up camera for  
select BMW vehicles



Mirror
Solutions



MIRROR SOLUTIONS
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 MSRP$999.99
-  4.3-inch capacitive touchscreen
-  Automotive grade anti-glare prismatic mirror glass
-  Manual dim control
-  Includes back-up camera (BC-UN01)
-  Back-up camera input plus 1 additional A/V input
-  Voice command address input
-  Universal bracket is compatible with most applications 
 

P1N-MR14
Premium OEM replacement rearview mirror with 
capacitive touch navigation, back-up camera, and 
manual dim for universal applications

 MSRP$799.99
-  4.3-inch capacitive touchscreen
-  Automotive grade anti-glare prismatic mirror glass
-  Manual dim control
-  Includes back-up camera (BC-UN01)
-  Back-up camera input plus 1 additional A/V input
-  Universal bracket is compatible with most applications 
-  Easy plug-n-play upgrade to Prodigy 1.2 Navigation system

MRC-04
Premium OEM replacement rearview mirror with  
capacitive touch screen, back-up camera, and  
manual dim for universal applications

 MSRP$29.99
for P1N-MR14 & MRC-04 only

BRKT-02
Bracket for select Audi & 
Volkswagen - round style

 MSRP$29.99
for P1N-MR14 & MRC-04 only

BRKT-01
Bracket for select Honda, 
Subaru - camlock style

 MSRP$29.99
for P1N-MR14 & MRC-04 only

BRKT-03
Bracket for select Hyundai  
& Kia - square style



MIRROR SOLUTIONS
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 MSRP$599.99
-  4.3-inch touch screen navigation
-  Built-in front mount HD DVR camera with shock-sensor
-  16 GB micro SD card for continuous recording DVR and event logging
-  Built-in bluetooth with incoming caller ID on screen
-  Back-up camera input plus 1 additional video input
-  Anti-glare glass
-  Mapping updates available
-  Universal bracket is compatible with most applications     

MRN-UN01
OEM style replacement mirror with DVR, GPS, Bluetooth 
and back-up camera for universal applications

 MSRP$374.99
-  OEM look and feel design
-  4.3-inch High-definition LCD monitor with auto-adjusting brightness
-  Built-in bluetooth with incoming caller ID on screen
-  Adds back-up camera input plus 1 additional video input
-  Anti-glare mirror glass
-  Universal bracket is compatible with most applications 

MRB-UN01
OEM style replacement back-up camera rear-view mirror 
with bluetooth hands-free calling and universal  
vehicle applications 

Universal Bracket

Universal Bracket



MIRROR SOLUTIONS
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Universal Bracket

Cam-lock Chrysler Bracket

OEM KIA & Hyundai Bracket

 MSRP$299.99
-  OEM look and feel mirror
-  4.3-inch High-definition LCD monitor with auto-adjusting brightness
-  Adds back-up camera input plus 1 additional video input
-  Anti-glare mirror glass
-  Universal bracket is compatible with most applications 

MRC-UN01
OEM style replacement back-up camera and  
rear-view mirror with universal applications 

 MSRP$299.99
-  OEM look and feel design
-  Cam-lock Chrysler mounting bracket
-  4.3-inch High-definition LCD monitor with auto-adjusting brightness
-  Adds back-up camera input plus 1 additional video input
-  Anti-glare mirror glass

MRC-CH01
OEM style replacement back-up  
camera rear-view mirror for select  
Chrysler/Dodge/Fiat/Jeep/Ram vehicles

 MSRP$299.99
-  OEM look and feel design
-  KIA & Hyundai mounting bracket
-  4.3-inch High-definition LCD monitor with auto-adjusting brightness
-  Adds back-up camera input plus 1 additional video input
-  Anti-glare mirror glass

MRC-HY01
OEM style replacement back-up camera rear-view 
mirror for select KIA & Hyundai vehicles



Navigation
Solutions



PRODIGY ONE.2™ NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS
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PRODIGY ONE.2™
Premium touch screen navigation and back-up-camera system

Included Features:
-  Voice command address input
-  Utilizes factory display
-  Adds touch screen input for navigation (for selected applications)
-  IGO Primo GPS navigation
-  Back-up camera input plus 3 additional video inputs
-  WIFI connectivity
-  Updatable mapping

P1N-AD12
for select Audi vehicles with 3G External MMI
Navigation commands thru external speaker  
(audio integreation requires ASW-1077)

MSRP$1999.99

P1N-AD11
for select Audi vehicles with 2G MMI
Navigation commands thru external speaker  
(audio integreation requires ASW-1077)

MSRP$1999.99

P1N-GM11
for select General Motors vehicles with 7-inch  
MyLink/Intellink/CUE screens  
Factory Audio Integrated 

MSRP$1899.99

P1N-AD13
for select Audi vehicles with 3G Internal MMI
Navigation commands thru external speaker  
(audio integreation requires ASW-1077)

MSRP$1999.99

P1N-GM12
for select General Motors vehicles with 8-inch  
MyLink/Intellink/CUE screens
Factory audio integrated

MSRP$1899.99

Vehicle Specific Applications:



PRODIGY ONE.2™ NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS
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P1N-HY21
for select Hyundai Veloster vehicles
Navigation commands thru external speaker  
(audio integreation requires ASW-1077)

MSRP$1899.99

P1N-GM13
for select General Motors vehicles with 4.2-inch  
MyLink/Intellink/CUE screens
Factory Audio Integrated

MSRP$1899.99

P1N-VW21
for select Volkswagen vehicles with RCD510 premium 8 radio
Navigation commands thru external speaker  
(audio integreation requires ASW-1077) 

MSRP$1899.99

P1N-NI21
for select Nissan and Infiniti vehicles
Navigation commands thru external speaker  
(audio integreation requires ASW-1077) 

MSRP$1899.99

P1N-VW11
for select Volkswagen vehicles with MIB infotainment systems
Factory audio integrated

MSRP$1899.99



PRODIGY MINI™ NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS
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PRODIGY MINI™
Touch screen navigation and back-up-camera system

Included Features:
-  Utilizes factory display
-  Adds touch screen input for navigation (for selected applications)
-  IGO Primo GPS navigation
-  Back-up camera input plus 1-3 additional video inputs
-  Navigation commands thru external speaker  
    (audio integreation requires ASW-1077)
-  Updatable mapping

PMN-AD12
for select Audi vehicles with 3G External MMI  

MSRP$1799.99

PMN-AD11
for select Audi vehicles with 2G MMI 

MSRP$1799.99

PMN-AD13
for select Audi vehicles with 3G Internal MMI 

MSRP$1799.99

TD-EQUIX-AAN
 for select Chevrolet Equinox and GMC Terrain vehicles 
-  Add’s 6.5-inch motorized touch screen display

MSRP$1499.99

Vehicle Specific Applications:



PRODIGY MINI™ NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS
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PMN-NI21
for select Nissan and Infiniti vehicles

MSRP$1799.99

PMN-HY21
for select Hyundai Veloster vehicles

MSRP$1799.99

PMN-VW21
for select Volkswagen vehicles with RCD510 premium 8 radio 

MSRP$1599.99

PMN-TY21
for select Toyota vehicles 

MSRP$1599.99



PRODIGY TIM™ NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS
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Vehicle Specific Applications:

PRODIGY TIM™
Touch screen navigation and back-up-camera system

Included Features:
-  Adds touch screen input for navigation
-  Utilizes factory display
-  IGO Primo GPS navigation
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic  
   guidelines plus 2 additional video inputs
-  Navigation commands thru external speaker  
   (audio integreation requires ASW-1077)
-  Updatable mapping

TMN-BM12
for select BMW vehicles 2013+ (6-PIN)  

MSRP$1799.99

TMN-BM11
for select BMW vehicles 2009+ (4-PIN) 

MSRP$1799.99

TMN-CH11
for select Chrysler/Dodge/Fiat vehicles  

MSRP$1799.99

TMN-FD21
for select FORD vehicles with 8-inch MyFord Touch

MSRP$1599.99



PRODIGY TIM™ NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS
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TMN-NS11
for select Nissan and Infiniti vehicles 2015+

MSRP$1599.99

TMN-GM24
for select General Motors, Acadia, Enclave and Traverse  
vehicles

MSRP$1699.99

TMN-TY11
for select Toyota vehicles 2014 & newer models 

MSRP$1599.99



BACK-UP CAMERA PACKAGES
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 MSRP$849.99
-  Utilizes factory 4.2-inch 8-inch display
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines plus 3 additional video inputs
-  Includes blind spot elimination technology for addiing side-view cameras 

-  PIC-GM12 (interface)
-  BC-GM01 (vehicle specific camera) 

P1C-GM12-KIT (General Motors truck package)
Back-up camera interface kit with blind spot elimination for select  
General Motors vehicles including tailgate-handle camera 

 MSRP$ 599.99
-  Harness is plug and play; no need to connect to reverse lamps for reverse trigger
-  Adds back-up camera input
-  Enables destination entry while In motion
-  Enables camera viewing at any time
-  ECO mode memory. retains ECO mode setting even after the vehicle is restarted

-  BCI-CH41 (interface)
-  BC-RM01 (vehicle specific camera) 

 

BCI-CH41-KIT (RAM truck package)
Back-up camera interface kit for select  
RAM vehicles includes tailgate handle camera



NAVIGATION UNLOCK SOLUTIONS
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Advanced 
Integration



ADVANCED INTEGRATION
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Premium Advanced Android Integration 

 MSRP$1299.99

-  Utlizes the factory display to integrate Android 4.1 
-  Full application access to include the Google Play Store
-  Safe-Car Mode
-  Back-up camera input with dynamic guidelines plus 3 additional video inputs
-  WiFi connectivity

PPN-GM11
For select General Motors vehicle with 7-inch 
MyLink screens

PPN-NI21
For select Nissan and Infiniti vehicle

Upgrades Factory Touchscreen Radio to Android Tablet Experience



ADVANCED INTEGRATION
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 MSRP$299.99
-  Wireless re-display of Apple or Android device
-  Perfect mirroring of the phone screen
-  Allows user to redisplay maps or applications to larger in-vehicle screen
-  Standard composite audio/video output
-  Works with iOS 5.0 and newer
-  Works with Android 4.2 and newer
-  Works with iSimple BluClik (ISBC01)

REFLEKT
A/V interface stream iOS & Android wirelessly to any monitor with RCA input

 MSRP$499.99
- Wireless re-display of Apple or Android devices
- Mirrors phone screen to allow for Navigation and application viewing 
- 1080p HD resolution
- Built In 1080p DVR with motion detection
- Reverse camera Input
- Works with iOS 5.0 and newer
- Works with Android 4.2 and newer
- Works with iSimple BluClik (ISBC01)

REFLEKT7
Universal 7-inch HD display with DVR, back-up camera and  
wireless re-display of iOS & Android devices



®

“Made for iPod,” “Made for iPhone,” and “Made for iPad” mean that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod, iPhone, or iPad, 
respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance 
with safety and regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, iPhone, or iPad may affect wireless performance.

iPad, iPhone, iPod, iPod classic, iPod nano, iPod touch, and Retina are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPad Air, iPad mini, and 
Lightning are trademarks of Apple Inc.

The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution 
License.
Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by AAMP of America is under license. Other 
trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.



This catalog is not totally inclusive and may not have information for all available products
Please contact your PAC sales representative for more information
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